PLEASE do not support Senate Bill 941.
Bad guys will be bad guys and they will get their weapons by stealing or other illegal manner. I see this
as being more unsafe than what is being advertised.
The details of the Bill are not well constructed..as an example. The elements of identifying ownership
and possession.
If I keep my brothers handgun in my safe because he does not own a safe or he is on vacation then we are
both in violation. If I hold onto a weapon for a friend while he/she is on vacation, we are both in
violation.
What about the family that has a .22 rifle or shotgun that a father takes his son or daughter out to teach
safe firearms use. If that father does not own a safe big enough (because rifle safes are expensive) and a
friend or family member is keeping it secure in their safe. NOW… that same father may decide not to
have a friend keep it in their secure safe because it will be illegal and now holds onto it and keeps it in a
closet - now it is accessible to young children AND anyone who breaks into their home and steals
it. THIS IS STUPID AND UNSAFE.
I can see where an enforcement agency will check on ownership records and then confiscate weapons you
have previously received as gifts or were handed down to someone from a father and/or grandfather How will I “Prove” they were “Legally” acquired.
What happens when I travel either in a car to a sanctioned shooting event and bring someone else’s
weapon for them to use at an event or I lend a weapon to a friend so they may participate in an event that I
am not attending - we are both in violation.
What happens when I fly to a handgun training program in another state and transport and declare to TSA
my and my brothers weapons are in my checked luggage (as currently required) - We could both be in
violation.
The bill is unnecessary and is another attempt at restricting gun owners and prospective gun owners from
buying and selling guns as well as is another attempt at identifying ALL gun owners. A government
agency will know who owns guns and that leads to confiscation - it has happened.
This is ridiculous Bill. It serves no purpose at all and will protect no one.
Bad guys will be bad guys and they will get their weapons by stealing or other illegal manner. I se ethos
as being more unsafe than what is being advertised.
THIS IS IMPORTANT
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